Origami (Animals)

**Target**  Making easy origami work by them, knows about origami and can enjoy

**Subject**  Low-grade K, G1, G2

**Time**  About 30 ~ 35 minutes

**Prepare**  Real object (work)
Notice (placard) for explanation how to make (rather large)
Crayon or Felt-tip pen, marker
Origami paper (Bigger paper is good for lower), student number
2 ~3times paper, Scissors

**Direction**

1. **Greeting** (time: 3 minutes)
   - Self introduction, about myself
   - Name, where come from, impression about US, impression about host school, hobby….

2. **About Origami** (time: 4 minutes)
   - Introduce
   - Show other works
   - Guess what is this? Try to think about name from origami works

   Do you know origami?
   "Ori" mean is "to ford" in English, and "kami" mean is the Japanese word for "paper".
   So, what does origami mean English? It is paper folding, that’s it!!
   Origami can make lots just a piece of paper

3. **Demonstration** (time: 5 minutes)
   - To tell learn about make animal
   - Show to how to make it. (Animal)

4. **working time, practice time** (time: 20 minutes)

   How to make
   1. First, Please fold the paper in half.
   2. Fold the two pointed ends down.
   3. Fold the tips of the bottom up.
   4. Draw eyes and a nose.
      ※If Turn over #4 can change to the cat.

   If makes 2works, 1 is keep for students, and other1 is keep you.
   You can decorate for class after time! (If you want)